ABSTRACT
Introduction
Recent advances in micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have led to the development of tiny lowpower devices that are capable of sensing the world and communicating with each other. Such devices may be deployed in vast numbers over large geographical areas to form wireless sensor networks (WSN). WSN provide the means for autonomous monitoring of physical events in areas where human presence is not desirable or impossible. Therefore, they are expected to facilitate many existing applications and bring into existence entirely new ones. A few proposed applications of WSN include disaster relief, environmental control, military applications, and border security [1] . In each application, the sensor nodes are deployed over the area of interest and tasked with sensing the environment and communicating with each other. In multi-hop fashion, they transmit the information back to a base station, also known as the information sink [2] . From the sink, the information is collected and typically relayed to a central location, across remote sites, where it is processed and analyzed.
For the most part, WSN are highly application-dependent. As a result, details such as node design, formfactor, processing algorithms, network protocols, network topology, and deployment scheme are customized for the proposed application. Among these, deployment scheme, both deterministic and stochastic, is considered extremely important, since it directly influences fundamental efficiency metrics such as network complexity, connectivity, cost, and lifetime. Deterministic deployment schemes are optimal; however they are impractical and sometimes impossible for large-scale WSN applications. For these applications, wireless sensor nodes may be deployed from a plane, delivered in an artillery shell, rocket or missile, or catapulted from a shipboard [2] . In these cases, the WSN has the utmost challenge of guaranteeing connectivity and proper area coverage upon deployment [3] . Such cases require implementation of additional complex protocols to ensure efficient network operation, which maximize network lifetime and decrease frequency of re-deployment. Delivery of large-scale WSN presents a major problem in the application of WSN technology, since large networks rely mainly on stochastic deployment schemes. Achieving acceptable network efficiency (e.g., connectivity, area coverage, lifetime, cost, etc.) in both deterministic and stochastic deployment schemes is formally referred to as the deployment problem [1] .
The deployment problem has been the topic of much research work; however, the majority of the work concentrates on carefully positioning nodes to meet application requirements [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9] . Insufficient work has been done on the analysis of random deployment of WSN. Furthermore, most of the work provides solutions that optimize one or two efficiency metrics at the expense of others. These partial optimization approaches tend to hide significant negative effects on the overall deployment efficiency.
This paper presents a decision-making methodology for stochastic deployment of WSN. The methodology uses simulation, statistical analysis, and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) to provide an innovative and unique approach that helps decision-makers determine goal-oriented deployment strategies from a set of alternatives. Furthermore, the methodology provides significant contribution to the current body of research by providing an extensible technique that takes into account important parameters (e.g., connectivity, coverage, cost, lifetime) involved in the deployment of WSN.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section II provides a summary of related work in stochastic WSN deployments. Section III provides an overview of the proposed approach. Section IV provides the necessary description of the simulation environment used for the verification of the approach. Section V describes in detail the proposed Vertical Variance Trimming approach for trimming the solution space by identifying statistically redundant deployment alternatives. Section VI covers in detail the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) as it applies to the WSN deployment problem and presents deployment analysis and results compiled from different case studies. Finally, section VII presents a summary, conclusions, and future areas of research.
BACKGROUND WORK
Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of small, custom-designed computers equipped with sensing and radio technology. These custom-designed computers nodes come in different size, shape, and form; however, as a general rule, they are all designed with miniaturization, operational efficiency, and low cost in mind. For example, the popular MICA platforms feature a low power microcontroller, and vast monitoring support, which includes: temperature, barometric pressure, magnetic fields, light, passive infrared frequency, acceleration, vibration, and acoustics [10] . The MICA platform measures 1.25 x 2.25 inches; similar in size to a pair of AA batteries. Other MICA platform variants have been compressed down to the size of a 2.5 centimeter coin (0.5 cm thick). In [11] , the authors report a platform smaller than 1 cc in size and less than 100 g in weight; cheaper than $1 US dollar and dissipating less than 100 microwatt. Other wireless sensor node platforms examples can be found in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17] . These architectures have many similar features in common; first, they provide cheap, memory constrained computing with sensing and radio technology; second, they are small and lightweight; third, they are battery-operated and consume small amounts of energy; finally, they all pose a challenging problem when considering their deployment in large geographical areas.
The development of WSN was strongly motivated by military applications, such as battlefield surveillance, reconnaissance, targeting, and battle damage assessment [2] . In these applications, WSN can be deployed on-demand to monitor critical terrains and obtain timely information about the opposing enemy activities before actually encountering them. Moreover, military WSN can be used to replace land-mine systems. With current land-mine systems, anyone moving through the area, friendly or not, is affected. Moreover, long after conflicts are over, these land-mines are still active and deadly [18] . According to a UNICEF report, over the last 30 years, land mines have killed or harmed more than one million people, many whom are children [18] . These deadly systems can be replaced by deploying thousands of wireless sensor nodes equipped with a magnetometer, a vibration sensor, and a GPS receiver [18] ; this provides an alternative that ultimately saves human life.
Other work proposes deploying WSN for nuclear, biological, and chemical attack detection [2] ; disaster relief operations, forest fire detection, and flood detection [19, 20] . In all of these applications, accurate prediction of network efficiency upon deployment is essential.
Deployment Challenge
WSN offer unique systems for creating communications infrastructures on-demand. Their use is dependent on the effective deployment of these systems to areas of interest. There are several challenging issues involved in the deployment of WSN, mostly due to their small size and large number of nodes required to establish proper operation. For the most part, initial deployment must (1) reduce installation cost, (2) promote self-organization, and (3) eliminate the need for pre-organization [2] . Reducing installation cost is attained by minimizing the number of nodes deployed in a given WSN. However, promoting self-organization and eliminating the need for pre-organization may require high number of deployed sensor nodes to ensure proper connectivity. Higher density systems provide greater number of independent measurements and the ability to put nodes to sleep for long periods to extend network lifetime [21] ; however, they increase network cost. An alternate solution consists of deploying the minimum amount of nodes, while transmitting over longer distances to ensure network connectivity. This approach minimizes cost at the expense of network lifetime, since transmission power increases with distance. This poses one last requirement for initial deployment; that is, initial deployment must (4) reduce radio transmission power to increase network lifetime. Collectively, network cost, connectivity, area coverage, and lifetime define the WSN efficiency and are at the forefront of most WSN research in the literature. The following section summarizes work that improves network efficiency in terms of the aforementioned metrics.
Network Efficiency Solutions
There have been many attempts to improve network efficiency in WSN. A large portion of the literature concentrates on in-node techniques, which deals with optimizing network efficiency through algorithmic and computer processing techniques within the sensor node. In-node techniques to improve network efficiency make up a large portion of active WSN research. Mainly, these techniques attempt to manage node operations that consume high amounts of energy, such as radio operations and processor utilization [1] . For example, many in-node techniques reduce power consumption through Aggregation [1] . Aggregation is a simple in-node technique that reduces power consumption by managing data and radio transmissions. Instead of transmitting all data collected from sensors, it transmits an average, or min/max values. Another popular in-node technique is Dynamic Voltage Scaling, which reduces power consumption by slowing down the controller's clock rate when the nodes are inactive [22] . Many others have proposed protocols such as [23, 24, 25, and 26] to improve efficiency using in-node techniques. The literature on in-node techniques is vast and ever increasing.
Alternate approaches to improve efficiency include deterministic and stochastic out-of-nodes techniques. Out-of-nodes techniques refer mostly to the strategic deployment of wireless sensor nodes to achieve higher efficiency. Out-of-node techniques can be used in combination with in-node techniques to provide optimal WSN operation. Mainly, through optimization of initial deployment, WSN efficiency can be improved. Several attempts at maximizing different network efficiency parameters through deployments have been made and much of the work is classified as deterministic or stochastic deployment.
Deterministic Deployment
Deterministic deployments provide optimum network configuration, since positioning of wireless sensor nodes is determined beforehand to reduce cost and increase connectivity, coverage, and lifetime. The work presented in [4] concentrates in minimizing cost and maximizing coverage by deterministic deployment of WSN. In their work, the authors model deployment nodes in a grid where each node has an (x, y) coordinate and compute coverage by assigning the probability of detection, p xy = e -αd , between the wireless sensor node and the target. The parameter α models the quality of the sensor and the rate at which its detection probability diminishes with the distance d. Obstacles are modeled in two ways: complete obstruction; where p xy = 0; and partial obstruction, where p xy is nonzero, but small value. The sensing model is used in combination with an iterative algorithm to identify the grid positions where wireless sensor nodes are to be placed, so that application-specific coverage goals are met. Similarly, [27, 28, and 29] devise algorithms and techniques that maximize coverage in deterministic deployments. In [5] , the authors propose work that minimizes cost and maximizes network lifetime. In their work, the location of the base station (i.e., sink) is carefully determined, such that communication between sensor nodes and sink is optimal, thus increasing network lifetime. Likewise, in [6] , the authors attempt to increase network lifetime by careful deployment of relay nodes, which are specialized nodes with the purpose of balancing transmission power throughout the network. By relaying sensor data, the relay nodes maintain all wireless sensor nodes transmitting at an optimized power level, thus increasing network lifetime. Other work that maximizes network lifetime in deterministic deployments can be found in [7, 8, and 9 ].
Stochastic Deployments
Deterministic deployment typically results in optimal efficiency; however, due to the size and density required to provide appropriate network coverage in large geographical areas, careful positioning of nodes is impractical. Furthermore, several applications of WSN are expected to operate in hostile environments [30] . This makes deterministic deployment in some cases impossible and consequently, stochastic deployments become the only feasible alternative [1] . Stochastic deployments can be achieved by dropping the WSN nodes from a plane, delivered in an artillery shell, rocket or missile, or throwing by a catapult from a ship board [2] . In all cases, network topology has to be energy-efficient [30] and must be constructed in real-time [31] . In [32] , the authors present work that focuses on determining the number of randomly deployed nodes required to carry out target detection in a region of interest. In their work, they identify path exposure as a network efficiency metric and define it as the measure of the likelihood of detecting a target traversing the region using a given path. The decision tradeoffs in their study lie between path exposure (i.e., area coverage) and deployment cost. Similarly, in [3, 33] , the authors study ways for maximizing area coverage in randomly deployed wireless sensor networks.
In [34] , the authors present interesting contributions to the deployment problem by attempting to maximize coverage and connectivity in randomly deployed WSN. In their work, the authors study random deployment using three different statistical distributions: simple diffusion, constant placement, and R-random placement. The simple diffusion distribution models sensor nodes deployed from an air vehicle. The constant placement distribution models sensor networks with constant node density and random positioning within the area of interest. Finally, the R-random distribution models deployments where nodes are uniformly scattered in terms of the radius and angular direction from the center, which coincides with the sink. Their study involved 250 deployed nodes, each with a fixed sensing range of 60 meters, and a radio transmission range fixed at 100 meters. Using these fixed parameters, they maximize coverage and connectivity using the three different deployment distributions.
In the work presented in [35, 36] , the authors point out the lack of research towards the WSN deployment problem and state that "While WSN design, architecture, protocols and performance have been extensively studied, only a few research efforts have studied the device deployment problem." Furthermore, the authors point out flaws in recent publications by stating that "most of these works tackle the deployment problem only from a perspective of coverage and/or connectivity. The significance of deployment on lifetime is mostly overlooked". Their work proposes three deployment strategies, namely connectivity-oriented deployments, lifetime-oriented deployments, and hybrid deployment; which addresses the concerns of both connectivity and lifetime in sensor network deployments. However, their work uses fixed network parameters, which bounds their results to their research environment. The work presented in [37] attempts to decrease node density (i.e., cost) in random deployments. In their work, significant reduction of network cost occurs by devising application-specific deployment architecture for sensor networks in perimeter security.
A simulation-based approach to tackle the WSN deployment problem is presented in [38] . In their work, a simulator-platform is developed to support ad hoc random deployment of WSN. Their methodology begins with a stepwise deployment of sensor nodes in a simulation environment. Once the first deployment is complete, area coverage and connectivity is computed; if desired coverage and connectivity is not attained, a second iteration deployment occurs until satisfactory coverage and connectivity is attained. An important factor in computing connectivity is radio propagation. Their work uses the free-space propagation model, which assumes clear, unobstructed line of sight between sender and receiver. For WSN, this assumption is simplistic and can lead to misleading results.
Perhaps the most realistic and up to date attempt to analyze stochastic deployments is presented in [39] . In their work, the authors point out the importance of guaranteeing acceptable operational efficiency in stochastic deployments. Their research evaluates application of the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) and Desirability Functions for analysis and optimization of stochastic WSN deployments based on multiple efficiency metrics. Through case studies, their approach is proven successful in modeling individual efficiency metrics, and in providing a way for analyzing deployments, based on numerous efficiency metrics. Additionally, their approach is used to quantify the effects of optimizing partial efficiency metrics on the overall deployment efficiency. However, their approach relies on being able to derive non-linear models using parametric statistical approaches, which may not be possible in some cases.
Most of the work done so far in stochastic WSN deployments use optimization approaches to make deployment decisions that maximizes partial network efficiency metrics. The work that considers multiple efficiency metric either relies only on simulation-based approaches or optimization models that may not be feasible depending on the data. No work has been done on the deployment problem as a nonparametric, multi-objective, adaptable, decision-making problem considering all decision variables. Furthermore, in much of the researched work, important methods, such as RF propagation models, are either omitted or inadequate to model different environments. Moreover, previous models are too simplistic and fixed to specific set of parameters, such as transmit power and sensing range. This in turn makes the optimization results constrained to the environment where simulations were performed; which can deviate drastically from a real deployment situation. To properly make WSN deployment decisions, decision-makers must be equipped with a decision-making framework customizable to support a wide variety of deployment scenarios and that takes into consideration the conflicting goals present in WSN deployments.
METHODOLOGY
WSN are application-specific, therefore it is impractical to expect that the same solution can be used to address deployments in all environments. The proposed methodology is built on this fundamental assumption. For that reason, it requires decision-makers to execute the methodology under settings that provide appropriate characterization of application-specific requirements. Consequently, customized simulations specific to the deployment scenario at hand are required. Once simulation data are collected, the methodology employs a set of analysis, collectively called the Vertical Variance Trimming (VVT) technique, to eliminate statistically redundant deployment alternatives. Therefore, VVT provides decreased number of deployment alternatives but equal characterization of the original deployment scenario. Finally, the reduced set of deployment alternatives are analyzed with AHP to rank deployment alternatives based on deployment goals. An overview of the methodology is presented in Figure 1 . 
SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Simulation of WSN has been the topic of much debate in the research literature. In [40] , the authors point to statistics on the percentage of articles in top conferences that do not specify the simulator, transmission distance, and number of simulation runs. In addition, they point out the use of inappropriate radio propagation models. For this reason, sufficient explanation of the simulation environment becomes necessary. Simulation of WSN deployments should, at a minimum, provide information about network connectivity, coverage, cost, and lifetime. Therefore, simulation of radio frequency (RF) signal propagation is essential. Simulation of RF signal propagation is challenging due to the distancedependent and time-variable energy loss (i.e., path loss) that the signal experience between transmitter and receiver. Several theoretical models have been widely adopted in the WSN literature, including the free-space, two-ray, and log-normal shadowing [41] . As specified in [42] , the free-space and two-ray models are not appropriate for WSN. In most practical applications, the received signal strength for the same transmission distance will be different [43] . This variation due to location is referred as log-normal shadowing and can be modeled using the log-normal shadowing model [44] . This capability of the lognormal shadowing model can be used to model different terrain obstructions between transmitter and receiver. For this reason, the log-normal shadowing model is used in the simulation environment.
By using the log normal shadowing model, transmission power can be estimated and related to overall network lifetime. Therefore, through RF propagation models, estimates of network lifetime can be easily obtained. To determine coverage, the simulation platform uses the Boolean sensing model, as described in [42] . Finally, cost is assumed directly proportional with the number of deployed nodes. For detailed description, verification, and validation of the simulation platform used in this research, readers can refer to [42] .
VERTICAL VARIANCE TRIMMING
This section presents the Vertical Variance Trimming (VVT) technique devised for reducing the number of alternatives available to decision-makers when analyzing the deployment problem. In the most trivial case, VVT identifies all deployment alternatives as equal, which allow decision-makers to select any of the available alternatives. In more complex scenarios, VVT helps reduce the number of deployment strategies to simplify the decision-making process. VVT works by determining the effects of deployment parameters on WSN network efficiency. WSN deployment decisions involve complex processes where several varying factors are assumed to have significant effects on WSN efficiency. Typical assumptions include (1) higher network connectivity and area coverage is achieved by deploying higher number of nodes; (2) higher radio and sensing range result in higher connectivity and area coverage; and (3) high degree of terrain obstructions requires sensor nodes to use higher transmission power to achieve equal connectivity as in environments with low terrain obstructions.
These are all valid assumptions, however the degree to which they are significant needs to be determined before making deployment decisions. To determine significance, VVT uses the balanced and fixedeffects single factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Least Significance Difference (LSD) methods [45] . Once significance is determined, the critical metric value (CMV) is determined to determine the minimum acceptable efficiency of the initial deployment. Because single factor ANOVA is an essential part of VVT, an in-depth discussion of the ANOVA procedure is required.
Single Factor ANOVA
ANOVA is a statistical procedure to test the equality of two or more population means. It works by analyzing the total variation of the data, specifically, the (1) variability within each treatment (i.e. factor level), and (2) variability between treatments. The variability found within treatments is attributed to random error while the variability found between treatments is attributed to the effects that the different treatments have in the response variable. If the variability caused by random error is similar to the variability caused by having different treatments, it is assumed that the observed differences in treatments means are caused by random error and not by using different treatments. Otherwise, the observed differences in treatment means are assumedly caused by using different treatments. Single Factor ANOVA relies on the following three main assumptions [45] : the errors are normally distributed; the errors are independent; and the errors have constant variance.
The first assumption states that the difference between any observed value and its respective sample mean (i.e., the errors) should be random, and that the error from one observed value should not influence error in another observed value. The second assumption states that the data from each factor level should come from a normal distribution. This assumption can be easily checked using a normal probability plot or chi-square goodness of fit test. The third assumption states that the variances present in the data for each factor level are equal.
The second and third assumption refers to the behavior of the variable being collected [46] . However, the ANOVA in the WSN deployment problem uses a balanced with fixed effects model, which is robust to the normality assumption and is only slightly affected by violations of homogeneity in variances [45, 47, and 48] .
ANOVA uses the F statistical test to compare the differences between the estimated variance due to random error and the estimated variance due to difference in treatments. The variance caused by random error is obtained by calculating the Sum of Squares due to Error (SS E ) divided by its number of degrees of freedom. The variance caused by differences in treatments is obtained by calculating the Sum of Squares due to Treatments (SS T ) divided by its number of degrees of freedom. The test statistic F is computed using (1) [45] . (1) where N is the total number of observations and a is the total number of treatments. Once the test statistic F is calculated, the next step involves computing the critical value of F (F CRIT ), which is the maximum value required to accept the null hypothesis at the specified significance level α . A significance level of 1%, 5% and 10% are common in practice. The critical value of F is computed as follow [45] : In both cases, the effects of varying the number of deployed nodes on network connectivity and area coverage are determined by using a fixed set of values for radio range, sensor range, and terrain. These are representative of deployments where sensor nodes have fixed capabilities and terrain conditions are known in advance. Once the experimental use cases have been defined, the following steps are performed on each use case to determine the effects of the variable factor (i.e., columns 2 to 5) on the response variable of interest (i.e., column 6).
A. Step 1 -Formulate the Null Hypothesis
This step involves selecting the factor of interest, determining the levels of the factor to analyze, and stating the NULL hypothesis. For example, the effects of varying the number of deployed nodes on overall WSN connectivity can be determined by selecting number of nodes as factor of interest, varying the levels between 50 to 300 meters (in increments of 10), and stating the null hypothesis as follows:
As seen, the null hypothesis assumes no mean differences (in connectivity) between the various levels of number of nodes. The results of the ANOVA are used to justify rejection of the null hypothesis.
B. Step 2 -Compute Variance due to Random Error
The dispersion in data around the mean of a single factor level is assumedly caused by random error [45] . Variance caused by random error is estimated by computing and converting the Sum of Squares due to Error (SS E ) into a variance estimate [45] . First, SS E is computed by iterating through each factor level, while adding each squared deviate, which is the distance from a particular observed value from its mean. SS E can be computed using (3) [45] .
Once SS E is computed, it is converted to a variance estimate by dividing it by its number of degrees of freedom, N-a, where N represents the total number of observations and a represents the total number of treatments. The variance caused by random error is estimated using (4) [45] . 
C. Step 3 -Compute Variance due to Treatment
Variance due to different treatments is estimated by computing and converting the Sum of Squares due to Treatment (SS T ) into a variance estimate. SS T is computed by iterating through each factor level, while adding the squared difference of each level's mean and the overall mean. SS T is computed using (5) [45] . (5) SS T is converted to a variance estimate by dividing it by its number of degrees of freedom, a-1, where a is the total number of levels. The variance caused by using different levels is computed using (6) [45] . (6) 
D. Step 4 -Compute the Sum of Squares Total
This step should be done to make sure that your previous calculation of SS E and SS T are correct. Since SS TOTAL = SS E + SS T then the sum of SS E and SS T should equal the calculated value of SS TOTAL . SS TOTAL is computed using (7) [45] . 
E. Step 5 -Calculate the test statistic F
The test statistic F calculates the ratio between the variability caused by random error and the variability caused by having different alternatives, as seen in (2).
F. Step 6 -Calculate the critical value of F and make decision
The critical value of F (F CRIT ) is the maximum value required to accept the null hypothesis at a specified significance level α. This means that the null hypothesis is rejected when F 0 > F CRIT . F CRIT is obtained using (2).
Least Significance Difference (LSD) Method
The LSD test is used on pair of deployment strategies to determine their statistical equality. Two deployment strategies are different if the difference in their mean response (i.e., connectivity, coverage) is greater than the least significant difference; which for balanced experimental data, is obtained as specified in [45] . Otherwise, they are considered statistically similar. When this occurs, decision-makers can eliminate the redundant strategy that results in increased cost. Once all the deployment strategies have been analyzed using LSD, the CMV is used to further reduce the deployment alternative set to match specific application requirements.
Critical Metric Value (CMV)
Once redundant deployment strategies have been removed, the CMV is selected to identify the minimum value for the decision metric that decision-makers are willing to accept for initial deployment. Deployment strategies resulting in values higher than the CMV are considered for initial deployment. Deployment strategies resulting in values below the CMV are considered for re-deployment to fill gaps and correct initial deployment. With this final step, VVT reduces the number of deployment alternatives significantly, which simplifies the application of the AHP.
Case Study 1 -Vertical Variance Trimming
This case study provides analysis of random WSN deployments using VVT. It assumes a rectangular deployment area measuring 500 m x 500 m, 50 to 100 nodes available for deployment with onboard radio capable of transmitting between 50 to 100 meters and sensors capable of covering between 30 to 60 meters. Simulation results for connectivity and coverage are presented in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively.
Figure 2. Connectivity Results

Figure 3. Coverage Results
Deployment strategies are composed of specific number of nodes, radio range, and sensor range. Since there are 50, 60, …, n alternatives for number of nodes; 40, 45, …, r alternatives for radio range; and 30, 35, …, s alternatives for sensor range, the initial deployment decision consists of n x r x s = 546 alternatives. The goal of VVT is to reduce the number of deployment alternatives while maintaining the same significance of the original deployment scenario. VVT is applied to each network metric (e.g., connectivity, coverage) as follow.
A. Step 1 -Determining Significance
Using Figures 1 and 2 , for each column, ANOVA is performed (vertically) to trim out deployment strategies that result in statistically similar outputs. If statistical differences are found, the LSD is used to identify the redundant strategies. Similar strategies are grouped together using the following rules: (a) strategies that belong to two separate groups will join the group with the highest number of strategies; and (b) strategies that belong to two separate groups of same number of strategies will join either group, based on decision-makers' preference.
B. Step 2 -Selection of Critical Metric Value (CMV)
Critical Metric Value (CMV) is the minimum value for the decision metric that decision-makers are willing to accept for initial deployment. Deployment strategies resulting in values higher than the CMV are considered for initial deployment. Deployment strategies resulting in values below the CMV are considered for re-deployment to fill gaps and correct initial deployment. The initial deployment alternatives in terms of connectivity include n x r = 78 alternatives. Using Vertical Trimming, the number of deployment alternatives is reduced to 51, which reduces the overall number of deployment strategies from 546 to 357, resulting in 35% reduction of decision alternatives. The deployment alternatives for connectivity are summarized in Table II . Using CMV = 90%, the alternatives for initial deployment are reduced to 5, which results in 94% reduction in deployment alternatives from the initial set. The deployment alternatives at CMV = 90% for connectivity are displayed in Table III . For coverage, the initial deployment alternatives include n x s = 42 alternatives. Using Vertical Trimming, the number of alternatives is reduced to 39, which results in 7% reduction of decision alternatives. This means that the original set of deployment alternatives are significantly different from one another. Using CMV = 40%, the results are obtained and combined with the connectivity results to obtain the final list of deployment alternatives.
DECISION-MAKING WITH AHP
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be used to determine the best deployment strategy for a given WSN application. The AHP is a multi-attribute decision-making method used to facilitate decisions that involve multiple competing criteria [49] . AHP is extremely popular and has been applied by decision-makers in countless areas including highway engineering, economics, energy, management, climate control, computer science, engineering, agriculture, and the military [50, 51] .
AHP provides a powerful tool that can be used to make decisions in situations involving multiple objectives [50] . Specifically, it can transform the WSN deployment problem into a structured hierarchy where each decision-making unit is quantified and related to overall goals for evaluating alternative solutions [51] . The WSN deployment problem encounters the following conflicting goals:
• [37] . Other examples include WSN that use small autonomous vehicles after deployment to fill existing connectivity gaps in the network. In these applications, high area coverage with extended network lifetime is desired over high connectivity. These are a few examples that demonstrate the application-specific and complex nature of the deployment problem and serve as justification for the use of quantitative methods such as AHP for decision-making.
The first step in the decision-making process involves the creation of the AHP hierarchy. This requires the decision-maker to have complete knowledge of resources available for deployment. Once the AHP hierarchy is complete, prioritized deployment strategies are created using simulation data, a pairwise comparison scale, and the AHP pairwise comparison matrices.
AHP Hierarchy Creation
The first step to create the AHP model requires translation of the deployment problem to a three level hierarchy, where the first level describes the overall deployment decision; the second level of the hierarchy represents the deployment objectives (DO), and the third level represents the deployment alternatives. The generic three-level AHP hierarchy for the deployment problem is presented in Figure 4 . As seen, the second and third levels vary according to the goals and resources available for deployment. For this research, the second level consists of the following goals: increased connectivity, increased coverage, increased lifetime, and decreased cost. However, in different scenarios, the second level can be extended to include other application-specific goals, such as increased security, reliability, maintenance, etc. Similarly, the third level can be configured to include deployment strategies composed of specific (fixed) set of deployed nodes with fixed radio and sensor range. For a given deployment scenario, there could be n deployment strategies, each providing different levels of connectivity, coverage, cost, and lifetime. Once the hierarchy is built, and relevant deployment strategies identified using VVT, the AHP comparison procedure can begin. The following sections describe the AHP process in detail. 
AHP Procedure
Once the hierarchy is built and deployment strategies defined, a common scale is created to rank each deployment strategy. That is, for each comparison made during the AHP, a common, pair-wise comparison scale is used to determine how preferred one deployment strategy is from another based on a specific deployment objective. This allows standardization in all comparisons made during the AHP process. Table IV presents the pairwise comparison scale created for the deployment problem. The pairwise comparison scale is used by decision-makers to establish preferences between different alternatives. The next step is to create n pairwise comparison matrices [50] to evaluate and determine relative importance between alternatives present in the WSN deployment scenario. There are two types of pairwise comparison matrices in AHP, the Alternative-Alternative matrix, and the Objective-Objective matrix.
Alternative-Alternative Pair-wise Comparison Matrix
The Alternative-Alternative pairwise comparison matrices are n x n matrices where each location a ij represents how much more important the deployment strategy at row i is than the strategy at column j, in terms of a pre-defined deployment goal (e.g., connectivity, coverage, cost). The format of these matrices for the deployment problem is presented in (8) , where A z is the pairwise comparison matrix for objective z (i.e., z ∈{connectivity, coverage, lifetime, cost}) and S x represents deployment strategy x. 
where a ij represents the a th element at row i and column j of the respective standard alternative/alternative 
Objective-Objective Pairwise Comparison Matrix
The Objective-Objective pairwise comparison matrix is a n x n matrix where each location a ij represents how much more important the deployment objective (e.g., connectivity, cost, etc.) at row i is than the deployment objective at column j. Its purpose is to provide a ranking that captures decision-makers preferences between deployment goals for WSN deployments. The Objective-Objective matrix format for the WSN deployment problem is presented in (11) , where w i is the weight given to objective i. Once the Objective-Objective matrix is created, it is normalized and the weight vector is computed using the same procedure as in the Alternative-Alternative matrices. 
AHP Evaluation Results
Once all weight vectors in the decision problem have been computed, AHP uses these weights to determine the best alternative. For example, assuming a deployment problem with x number of objectives and y number of deployment strategies, the AHP provides y+1 weight vectors; one (w A ) associated with the Objective-Objective pair-wise comparison matrix, and the rest w i associated with each Alternative-Alternative matrix i, as illustrated in Figure 5 . 
L
where k represents the k th element of vectors W and WA. Once overall scores are computed for all deployment strategies, the highest score is identified as the best alternative, followed by the second highest score, and so on. This prioritized list helps decision-makers in selecting the deployment strategies even if the best strategy cannot be selected.
AHP Deployment Analysis and Results
The AHP model is created in combination with results obtained from simulation and VTT. There are two main benefits from using these techniques in the AHP process. First, by using VTT, the deployment alternatives are reduced. Therefore, the number of Alternative-Alternative comparison matrices required by AHP is reduced. Second, by using simulation, decision-makers can quantitatively assign preferences to deployment strategies. Using the deployment scenario from case study 1, the suggested deployment strategies are displayed in Figure 6 . As seen, deployment strategies contain five different connectivity values (i.e., 90, 93, 94, 97, and 99). Therefore, the connectivity pairwise comparison matrix is created with these alternatives. Once weights are computed for these alternatives, they are assigned respectively to all deployment strategies. The same technique is used to create the transmission power and cost pairwise comparison matrices. Table V are created. Using the pairwise comparison scale from Table  IV and the deployment strategy data from Figure 6 , AHP computes pairwise comparison matrices, normalized matrices, and weight vectors. The results for connectivity, coverage, cost and lifetime are presented in Tables V to IX., respectively. Figure 6 presents full characterization of deployment strategies. That is, statistically redundant strategies have been removed using VVT and each deployment strategy has been assigned a weight for each deployment goal based on results obtained from AHP. At this point, this information can now be combined with the Objective-Objective comparison matrix to provide decision-makers with prioritized alternatives based on specific WSN deployment mission. This section presents the results of AHP (i.e., prioritized list of deployment strategies) when lifetime is of most importance, followed by connectivity, cost, and coverage. As seen in Figure 6 , Lifetime is equally to moderately preferred to connectivity, moderately preferred to cost, and moderately to strongly preferred to coverage. Also, connectivity is equally to moderately preferred to cost, and moderately preferred to coverage. Finally, cost is moderately preferred to coverage. Using (12) , final scores are computed and a prioritized list of deployment strategies based on the Objective-Objective comparison matrix is created, as seen in Figure 6 . For practical considerations, only the top 19 deployment alternatives are shown in this and all subsequent case studies. As seen, strategy #23, which consists of deploying 80 nodes with radio range of 90 m, and sensor range of 30 m, provides the best relative deployment alternative, followed by strategy #153, #176, #101, and so forth. This section presents the results of AHP when connectivity is of most importance, followed by cost, coverage, and lifetime. As seen in Figure 7 , simply by changing the Objective-Objective evaluation scores, the AHP produces a new prioritized list reflecting the new deployment goals. Using (12) , final scores are computed and a new prioritized list of deployment strategies based on the Objective-Objective comparison matrix is created, as seen in Figure 7 . In this scenario, strategy #166, which consists of deploying 60 nodes with radio range of 100 m, and sensor range of 60 m, provides the best relative deployment alternative, followed by strategy #143, #23, #91, and so forth. By changing the deployment goals, strategies #153, #176, and #101 are no longer in the top 4 strategies, which differs from the results obtained in the previous case study.
Case Study 4 -Cost, Coverage, Connectivity, Lifetime
Finally, this section presents the results of AHP when cost is of most importance, followed by coverage, connectivity, and lifetime. As seen in Figure 8 , strategy #23, provides the best relative deployment alternative, followed by strategy #166, #137, #160, and so forth. An interesting pattern is seen in case studies 3, 4, and 5. That is, even though deployment goals are varying, certain deployment strategies continue to show up as top deployment strategies, for example, strategies #23 and #166. This suggests a different avenue for deployment decision making, where all possible combinations of deployments' goal rankings are made, and deployment strategies are selected based on the highest recurring strategy among all evaluations. For example, in these case studies, strategy #23 appears among the top 4 strategies in all scenarios; while strategy #166 appears among the top 4 strategies in 2 out of 3 cases. This could lead to the selection of strategy #23 and #166 as the best deployment strategies, in that order. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The research presented in this paper develops a systematic approach for planning WSN stochastic deployments based on multiple deployment goals. Specifically, it presented a methodology that uses simulation, statistical analysis, and AHP to analyze and optimize stochastic deployments.
There are several important contributions from this research. The main contribution is the capability for analyzing stochastic deployments based on multiple goals without requiring predictive mathematical models. The advantage of analyzing the deployment problem without predictive mathematical models is that analysis is always feasible. By not requiring derivation of mathematical models, analysis can be performed straight from simulation data. However, in most cases, the vast amounts of data provided by the simulator can significantly increase the complexity of decision-making. For this reason, techniques such as VVT are desired.
The results presented in this research show how the VVT technique works well for statistical analysis of simulated deployment data. By applying VVT, results showed as much as 35% minimization of deployment strategies. By combining the resulting solutions with the CMV threshold value, maximum reduction of deployment strategies are achieved. These results significantly contributed to the success of the AHP decision-making technique.
The AHP approach is straightforward and worked well for the deployment problem. However, as the number of comparisons increase, so does the complexity of the AHP model. For this reason, it is suggested the automation (via software) of the AHP technique. In addition, the AHP lacks the capability of interpolating, which requires simulation of every deployment strategy. This problem is also easily resolved through software automation, where all deployments strategies can be simulated and analyzed right away with AHP using customized software. Considering the potentially high complexity, and lack of interpolation capabilities, AHP still proves to be a feasible and strong technique for managing and planning stochastic WSN deployments.
Although the presented approach serves well to provide decision-making support for stochastic WSN deployments, several areas can be improved to increase the quality of predictions and enhance the overall quality of proposed solutions. Individual improvements and future areas of research are provided as follow.
Terrain Classification
Terrain characteristics can significantly alter the quality of the results provided by the deployment methodology. Therefore, terrain analysis and classification of specific deployment areas should be incorporated. Since deployment of large-scale WSN can take place in vast areas containing various terrain characteristics, a suggested approach involves segregating the deployment area in different cells based on different terrain characteristics. By dividing the deployment area in different cells with equal terrain characteristics, appropriate RF propagation models can be used in each terrain cell to account for increased resources required to achieve desired network efficiency in that section of the deployment area.
With this information, a sum of the resources used in all cells can be used to estimate overall resource usage for the deployment to be effective. In practical scenarios, once deployed, the nodes in each cell can be configured via software to adjust their parameters (e.g., radio range) to match the planned network efficiency.
Terrain classification can be achieved using artificial neural networks. Recent work presented in [52] uses neural networks to classify terrain into 5 categories, including flat plane, rugged terrain, grassy terrain, incline plane and unclassified. Their results showed 100% correctness for classification of flat planes, rugged, and incline terrains, and 80% correctness for grassy terrains. A similar neural networks approach can be used to analyze digital imagery of deployment areas, classify the terrain, and improve the overall simulation process.
Detection of Random Target Events
This research presents the coverage metric as the number of points sensed by the WSN in the deployment area to the total number of points in the deployment area. Although this metric provides the most comprehensive estimate of area coverage, it may not be the most practical for some WSN applications.
An alternate approach for computing coverage is to determine the probability of a random event being covered. This new metric can be included in the data collection and analysis process to represent deployment strategies that result in higher coverage efficiency with reduced number of deployed nodes (i.e., cost).
Decision Support System Software
All analysis, models, and techniques should be combined with software to provide a fully functional decision support system (DSS) software for stochastic deployment of WSN. The DSS can serve as platform to provide decision-makers with proper analysis based on customized deployment scenarios that include a variety of terrains areas and other conditions affecting network efficiency. Future work should investigate soft-computing techniques that are tolerant to imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation [53] . Soft-computing techniques include fuzzy system, neural networks, evolutionary computation, machine learning, and probabilistic reasoning. In some cases, these techniques, or their combination, can be use to solve problems more effectively [53] . If appropriate, these techniques can be incorporated into the decision-making process when evaluating stochastic deployments of WSN.
